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IN THE SPRING 2006 ISSUE OF E@M I noted that, on a number of occasions, recent visitors to

campus had “warned of challenges to our national competitiveness and the crucial role of engi-

neering schools in advancing innova-

tion.” Our visitors were inspired in large

part by “Rising Above the Gathering

Storm,” the report by the National

Academies’ Committee on Prospering in

the Global Economy of the 21st Century,

headed by Norman R. Augustine, retired

chairman and CEO of Lockheed Martin.

I am pleased to report that, not long

afterward, I participated as a panelist in

“Protecting America’s Competitive Edge: An Action Summit Hosted by the University of

Maryland.” To my knowledge this was the first response by an individual state (and its flagship

university) to the report’s national call to action. 

In his opening remarks to the summit’s large audience, President Mote stated the premise of

the event: that long-term national progress in competitiveness would require initiatives at the

state level. The goal of the summit, then, was to produce recommendations for actions leading

to measurable progress in Maryland, in areas such as improving K-12 science and math educa-

tion; recruiting the best students, scientists and engineers; long-term basic research; fostering

emerging technologies; job creation; and incentives for innovation, entrepreneurship and tech-

nology transfer—this last being the title of the panel, moderated by Christopher Foster, deputy

secretary, Maryland Department of Business and Economic Development, on which I served.

Our panel developed a number of recommendations, such as arranging for Maryland-based

federal labs to attend MTECH’s Entrepreneurial Boot Camp, and reviewing state laws and regu-

lations that may create barriers to innovation and new business location and growth. But what

is especially significant is the ongoing role the Clark School will play in the state’s technological

and educational advancement through the “Competitive Edge” initiative, and the model we will

offer to other leading public engineering schools in doing so. As you may know, we have risen

for the first time into the ranks of the top 10 public engineering schools according to the U.S.

News & World Report survey. The leadership we offer through the “Competitive Edge” initiative

will only serve to fortify that position going forward.

Nariman Farvardin, Professor and Dean
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newsofnotE

A new digital fingerprinting technology
developed by Clark School researchers
could save business the billions of dollars
it now loses each year to multimedia
piracy. In applications as diverse as enter-
tainment and homeland security, digital
fingerprints could help protect recording
and motion picture assets or identify
national security leaks.

Min Wu, assistant professor of electrical
and computer engineering (ECE) and
the Institute for Advanced Computer
Studies, with a joint appointment in the
Institute for Systems Research (ISR), and
K.J. Ray Liu, professor in ECE and ISR,
are developing innovative “cyber foren-
sics” technologies.Their work will not
only protect digital resources, but also
trace those who attempt to steal or mis-
use them through sophisticated “collusion
attacks,” a common piracy method used
by today’s cyber thieves or “traitors.”
Collusion attacks occur when multiple
users conspire to electronically steal and
distribute copyrighted or classified mate-
rial, diluting or erasing the original digital
ID, or fingerprint, from the stolen multi-
media content.

Wu and Liu’s new, interdisciplinary
digital fingerprinting technology involves
non-diluting, anti-collusion codes (ACC),
which protect multimedia content with-
out compromising quality or inhibiting
legitimate uses. Recent attempts by
entertainment companies to build anti-
piracy software into their music CDs

have prompted consumer complaints of
unnecessary intrusion and exposure to
hackers and viruses.

Work on this powerful technology, doc-
umented in the researchers’ 2006 book,
Multimedia Fingerprinting Forensics for Traitor
Tracing, began in 2001.Wu and Liu found
they could protect multimedia content
from unauthorized redistribution by
embedding a unique ID that leaves a dis-
tinct fingerprint on each user’s copy.This
ID can accurately identify which users
have contributed to a piracy attack.The
engineers have developed not only the
computer code, but also the tools needed
to embed, detect and decode the technol-
ogy.As part of its research on preventing
piracy, the team has looked at aspects of
traitors’ behavior and their relationships.

They believe the presence of sophisti-
cated embedded ACC technology in digi-
tal resources will be a powerful deterrent
to piracy attempts.“The message our tech-
nology sends is,‘Don’t bother to try any-

thing, because we can catch you,’” Liu says.
The digital fingerprinting work of Liu

and Wu has captured worldwide attention
from colleagues in academia and industry.
MIT’s Technology Review magazine
recently named Wu as one of 100 people
under age 35 whose innovative work has
made a profound impact on the world.
The pair has also been recognized with
the 2005 Institute of Electronics and
Electrical Engineers (IEEE) Signal
Processing Society Best Paper Award for
“Anti-Collusion Fingerprinting for
Multimedia,” and the 2004 European
Association for Signal, Speech and
Image Processing’s (EURASIP) Best
Paper Award, for “Group-Oriented
Fingerprinting for Multimedia Forensics.”

A patent application has been filed on
the technology and Liu is confident in
ACC’s potential.“This is must-use tech-
nology,” he says.“The concepts we have
pioneered will be used to protect the
digital resources of the future.” �

Non-Diluting Digital Fingerprints 
Thwart Multimedia Pirates

“We can catch you.” That is the message

to digital pirates from Assistant Professor

Min Wu, left, and Professor K.J. Ray Liu.
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Senior Research Engineer Lewis E. Link and

Glenn L. Martin Professor of Engineering Gregory

B. Baecher have received more than $650,000 to

date to continue their work with the federal gov-

ernment’s Interagency Performance Evaluation

Task Force (IPET) investigating the levees and

floodwalls that overflowed or breached during

Hurricane Katrina. 

Link, the overall IPET director, led the $20 mil-

lion effort to understand the risk and reliability of

Louisiana’s hurricane protection system in the

aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. The task force

applied state-of-the-art civil engineering capabili-

ties to determine which components of the sys-

tem failed, which successfully withstood the

forces of the storm and why the system per-

formed as it did. Baecher has been a principal in

the development and application of the new risk

and reliability methodology.

In his written comments that accompa-

nied the presentation of the task force’s

draft report in early June, Link cited a

number of lessons learned:

• A resilient hurricane protection sys-

tem, one that can withstand higher

than anticipated water levels and over-

topping without breaching, provides

enormous advantages. The protective

system must be conservative enough to account

for the unknown, yet flexible enough to be aug-

mented as hazards or requirements change. 

• Planning and design must allow for an ongo-

ing examination of systemwide performance.

Changing demographics and the changing pat-

terns of hurricane intensity and frequency are

obvious examples of the challenges the New

Orleans Hurricane Protection System and others

like it face over the life of the project. 

• A risk-based planning and design approach

that is also systems-based versus the traditional

component performance-based approach

would provide a more viable way to make

informed decisions on complex infrastructure

such as hurricane protection systems. 

Knowledge, technology and expertise must

come together to prevent the failures that

occurred. “The solution is not more research or

outreach,” Link says. “The design, construction

and research communities must work together

and experiment with new knowledge and

approaches to both old and new problems.”

The final draft of the IPET report is available at

https://ipet.wes.army.mil 

After the Deluge: A Post-Katrina Analysis

Panel Urges Development Curbs in Flood-prone Regions
The subject of future risks—and what to do about flood-prone regions from Louisiana to California—

was debated at the 2006 annual meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of

Science. A panel of experts, including Gerald Galloway, Clark School professor of civil engineering

and a former brigadier general in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, held little hope that the risks

would be eased unless federal and local governments take a harder look at the standards for levee

construction and change policies that actually encourage development in vulnerable areas.

Galloway said the federal government must reassess criteria for defining floodplains and levee

construction. For example, he and the other panelists agreed that the extent of the so-

called 100-year floodplain—the land area expected to be covered by a flood that

has a one percent chance of occurrence each year—significantly underestimates the

area subject to risk. Currently, the National Flood Insurance Program requires only

those who live within the 100-year floodplain to have insurance, according to the

panel. Galloway has been pushing to extend insurance to the 500-year flood-

plain or that area that has a two percent chance of a flood occurrence.

It is difficult for the lessons from past floods to sink in, even with a flood

as catastrophic as the one caused by Katrina, Galloway says. He believes espe-

cially those living behind levees in flood-prone areas should be required to

carry some level of flood insurance. “There is still residual risk. Reliable science

tells us we need to change the floodplain management policies of this coun-

try,” he adds. “The science is there. The action needs to come now.” �

Since 1956, the Clark

School has awarded more

than 800 undergraduate

degrees and 100 gradu-

ate degrees in fire protec-

tion engineering. Many of

those graduates and

friends will return to campus this fall to help the

fire protection engineering department celebrate

its 50th anniversary. 

The October 13-15 weekend events include

the unveiling and dedication of the newly reno-

vated labs and classrooms in the J.M. Patterson

Building, a project that has received significant

support from industry and program graduates.

Additional funds are needed to complete the

scheduled renovations and upgrade the depart-

ment’s highly specialized equipment.

The anniversary comes at a time when the

demand for fire protection engineers has never

been greater. Department Chair Marino di Marzo

estimates five jobs are available for every gradu-

ate. “Our anniversary is evidence of how one rel-

atively small engineering discipline plays a power-

ful role within the Clark School and within the

profession,” says di Marzo. “The 50th anniversary

gives alumni, faculty and students an opportunity

to reflect on our accomplishments and pay tribute

to our legacy as one of the nation’s premier fire

protection engineering programs.” The Clark

School offers the nation’s only fully accredited

undergraduate program and one of two graduate

degree programs in fire protection engineering.

To participate in the reunion weekend or for

more information, contact Moriel E. Kaplan, 50th

anniversary chair, at mkaplan1@umd.edu �

Fire Protection Engineering Celebrates Milestone Anniversary
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Above, one of the breached New Orleans levees. Left, Gerald Galloway,
professor of civil engineering, calls for stronger flood insurance mandates.
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NEWS OF NOTE CONTINUED

The Clark School has broadened its reach yet again with the
creation of a Korean branch of its Center for Advanced Life
Cycle Engineering (CALCE) at Seoul’s Hanyang University.
Supported in large part through corporate members, including
Korean companies, the center is a world leader in reliability and
life-cycle prediction, and in accelerated testing, failure analysis
and electronic parts selection and management.

“The Korean government recognized that reliability was one
of the next big steps for the Korean electronics industry and
officials wanted to establish a center of excellence,” explains
Michael Pecht, CALCE director and professor of mechanical
engineering.“Many countries are good at design and techno-
logical and manufacturing processes, but reliability is an after-
thought.They need assistance in developing reliability assess-
ment methods.”

The new center will help Korean companies improve prod-
uct quality and durability by assessing electronic parts and man-
ufactured goods and creating new research and development
techniques. Pecht has studied and written a book on the
Korean electronics industry, which he views as among the best
in the world.

The Korean center’s kick-off was attended by more than
2,000 engineers from that nation’s leading organizations,
according to Hanyang University President Chong Yang Kim.
“Hanyang is a leading institute in reliability in Korea and has
been sanctioned by the government to lead Korea in this area,”
wrote Kim in a letter to University of Maryland President C.D.
Mote, Jr.“To be state-of-the-art and help advance the field of
reliability, we wanted to cooperate with the world leaders.
CALCE is considered the leader in the field and Professor
Pecht is the most widely known expert in reliability.”

Clark School faculty will teach seminars on reliability on site
and online and Pecht’s upcoming text on reliability will be
translated to Korean to further assist students.

Industry leaders are particularly interested in CALCE, and
many of Korea’s top electronics companies have already become
center members, reports Pecht. CALCE has invested more than
$50 million in the last 15 years to build a knowledge and
resource base to support the development of competitive elec-
tric components, products and systems.The center has also
launched three additional initiatives: electronics prognostics and
health management to improve the availability and maintenance
costs of electronic products and systems; an international collab-
orative research study to obtain critical missing information
related to the long-term reliability of lead-free electronics; and a
new contract with Intelligent Automation, Inc. for an enhanced
prognostic model for digital electronics. �

Expertise in Reliability Leads to Center in Korea

The A. James Clark School of Engineering

enjoyed rising success in the 2007 U.S. News

& World Report graduate school listing, rank-

ing ninth among the nation’s public engineer-

ing programs and 15th nationwide among all

engineering programs, up two spots from last

year. The Clark School leads all schools in the

mid-Atlantic region encompassing Maryland,

Virginia, Washington, D.C., West Virginia,

Pennsylvania and New Jersey. The school

placed fifth among all East Coast engineering

programs, and ranked second among East

Coast public engineering programs.  

“Graduate engineering programs are

major contributors to America’s technological

and economic competitiveness,” says Clark

School Dean Nariman Farvardin. “The Clark

School has entered the ranks of the best pro-

grams, helping to develop new technologies,

new products, and highly trained engineers

who will keep the nation, the mid-Atlantic

region and the state of Maryland economically

vibrant. For businesses and government agen-

cies concerned with cutting-edge technology

and economic development, we are a vitally

important resource,” Farvardin adds.

The Clark School’s graduate programs are

collectively the fastest rising in the U.S. News

annual rank-

ings. Several

specific pro-

grams ranked

among the top

25 in the nation,

including aerospace (11th); civil (23rd, up

from 26th last year); computer (16th, up

from 17th last year); electrical (13th, up from

16th last year); and mechanical (24th).

The rankings are based on surveys of engi-

neering school deans and department chairs

and corporate recruiters. �

Clark School Enters Top 10 in U.S. News Rankings
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professionalrEcognition

Civil and Environmental Engineering (CEE)

Professor GREGORY BAECHER has been elect-

ed as a member of the National Academy of

Engineering for the development, explanation,

and implementation of probabilistic- and relia-

bility-based approaches to geotechnical and

water-resources engineering.

CEE Professor MIROSLAW SKIBNIEWSKI, who

holds the A. James Clark Chair in Construction

Engineering and Management, was elected as a

foreign member of the Russian Academy of

Engineering, an organization similar in scope and

mission to the National Academy of Engineering

in the United States. In addition, the title of hon-

orary professor was bestowed upon Skibniewski

by Moscow State Industrial University. 

Professor JOHN S. BARAS, electrical and com-

puter engineering (ECE), the Institute for Systems

Research (ISR) and HyNet, has been elected a

foreign member of the Royal Swedish Academy

of Engineering Sciences, the world’s oldest engi-

neering academy. 

ECE Assistant Professor THOMAS E. MURPHY

has been awarded a Faculty Early Career

Development Award (CAREER) from the National

Science Foundation to conduct research on non-

linear optical devices. The $400,000 award over

five years will support Murphy’s ongoing research

to overcome speed limitations in current commu-

nication systems by replacing electronic processes

with much faster optical processes. 

Associate Professor of Chemical and Biomolecular

Engineering SHERYL EHRMAN has received a

Fulbright Research Scholar Award, which she

will use toward her sabbatical at the Indian

Institute of Technology, Mumbai, during the

2006-07 academic year. 

ISR-affiliated Professor JOSEPH JAJA, ECE and

University of Maryland Institute for Advanced

Computer Studies, was one of four winners of

the inaugural Internet2 Driving Exemplary

Applications (IDEA) Awards. JaJa’s project,

“Transcontinental Persistent Archives Prototype,”

focuses on safeguarding, preserving and provid-

ing access to authentic electronic records docu-

menting the rights of American citizens and the

national experience. 

Professor ANTHONY EPHREMIDES, ECE and

ISR, is the recipient of the Institute of Electronics

and Electrical Engineers Information Theory

Society 2006 Aaron Wyner Distinguished Service

Award for his service and leadership in the field

of information theory. 

CEE Assistant Professor AHMET AYDILEK

received the 2006 American Society of Civil

Engineers (ASCE) New Faculty Excellence in

Teaching Award for his outstanding teaching

record as a junior faculty member, his contri-

butions to the academic and surrounding

community and his proven commitment to

civil engineering education. Aydilek also

received the 2006 ASCE Arthur Casagrande

Professional Development Award, the highest

ASCE research award given to a junior

researcher in geo-technical engineering.

Mechanical Engineering (ME) Assistant Professor

MIAO YU was granted the Ralph E. Powe

Junior Faculty Enhancement Award by the Oak

Ridge Associated Universities consortium. Yu

plans to use the funds to support her research

on biology-inspired, miniature fiber-optic direc-

tional microphones for sound localization. 

Associate Professor JEFFREY HERRMANN, ME

and ISR, won the National Association of

Counties Achievement Award for his leadership

in DAGWOOD, a mass dispensing/vaccination

clinic exercise conducted in Montgomery County,

Md., in June 2004. The exercise tested the coun-

ty public health services’ emergency prepared-

ness and response plan.

A. JAMES CLARK SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING � GLENN L.  MARTIN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
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Lathrop Heads IREAP
Dan Lathrop has been named director of the
Institute for Research in Electronics and
Applied Physics (IREAP), a joint institute of the
Clark School and the College of Computer,
Mathematical and Physical Sciences. Lathrop
assumed the acting director position at IREAP
in 2005 when then-director Patrick O’Shea
left to chair the Department of Electrical and
Computer Engineering. A physicist, Lathrop is
leading research that may provide the world’s
first experimental, self-sustaining duplication
of the earth’s magnetic field. 

IREAP applies basic science skills to practical

problems and engineering skills to fundamen-

tal scientific investigations. The institute is rec-

ognized internationally in nonlinear dynamics

(chaos), high-temperature plasma physics, plas-

ma spectroscopy, relativistic microwave elec-

tronics, high-brightness charged particle

beams, laser-plasma interactions, ion beam

microfabrication techniques, microwave sinter-

ing of advanced materials, nanoscience and

nanotechnology. �

Schork to Chair Department
Joseph Schork will become chair of the Clark School’s chemical and bio-

molecular engineering department on October 1. Schork is a professor

and associate chair in the Georgia Tech School of Chemical and

Biomolecular Engineering, where he has taught for more than 25 years

and led efforts to revise the undergraduate curriculum.  

Schork received his bachelor’s and master’s degrees from the University

of Louisville and his Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin. His research

interests and activities include polymer reaction engineering, involving the

kinetics, mathematical modeling, reactor design and control of polymerization processes. 

The author of one book and nearly 90 archival journal papers, he is also a member of the

editorial advisory board of Polymer Reaction Engineering and a recipient of the Doolittle Award for

the best paper in the Organic Coating and Plastics Division of the American Chemical Society, the 

W. T. Ziegler Outstanding Teacher Award and the Omega Chi Epsilon Outstanding Teacher Award.  

Schork succeeds Ray Adomaitis, associate professor of chemical engineering and Institute for

Systems Research, who had served as acting chair of the department since 2004. �

SCHORK
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To remain competitive in the global economy, America

must move quickly to develop reliable, affordable and

clean supplies of energy. Recognizing the critical

importance of energy research in meeting this challenge,

Clark School Dean Nariman Farvardin and the school’s

Board of Visitors have designated energy research as a

priority across engineering disciplines.

Clark School researchers have long been involved in

a wide range of energy research projects, which they

will continue to pursue. At the same time, the school

will focus special attention on developing new energy

sources, and improving existing ones, for electric

power, transportation and new generations of mobile

systems for communications, computing, national secu-

rity and medical applications.

“Our nation faces the critical task of reinventing our

energy infrastructure,” says Farvardin. “Our faculty and

students, and their partners on and off campus, are fully

aware of the task before them and committed to

research that will yield both short- and long-term gains.”

GETTING 
ENERGIZED
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Associate Professor Sheryl Ehrman and undergraduate student

Jason Repac use a burner to produce nanoparticles. 
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New Energy Sources for
Electric Power Generation
and Transportation
Today America generates electric power
principally from well-established sources
such as coal, gas, hydroelectric and nuclear
plants.The future will require a range of
traditional and newer energy sources.The
Clark School is now exploring opportu-
nities for advancing solar, hydrogen, bio-
fuel and fusion approaches.

Nano Films for Improved Solar Cells 
Sheryl Ehrman’s research team, informally
called the P2owder Group (Pursuing
Particulate Opportunities with Dedicated
Engineering Research), works with dry
particles—those created by gas-to-particle
conversion—with applications including
materials manufacturing and drug delivery.
Some of the materials they explore have
great potential to improve the ability of
photovoltaic (solar) cells to capture light,
making them more cost effective.

“Our group,” explains Ehrman, an asso-
ciate professor of chemical and biomolec-
ular engineering,“is working to create
functional materials from nanoparticles
while preserving their small grain size.We
have developed a process for producing
mechanically strong, porous films with

minimal grain growth, preserving the prop-
erties associated with nanoparticle size.”

Supported by funding from the National
Science Foundation and the Clark School,
they have developed a hybrid particle dep-
osition and interconnection process to
produce mechanically stable porous films.
Their initial focus is on porous films of tita-
nia, including those for solar cells.“With
this process we hope to improve the per-
formance and cost effectiveness of future
solar cells,” adds Ehrman,“helping to make
them more viable sources of electricity not
only here but in developing countries that
lack our established power systems.”

A Hydrogen Nano-Catalyst, New
Funding and Improved Safety
Another kind of energy conversion device
—the hydrogen fuel cell—has the potential
to generate clean electricity for stationary
and mobile applications, including auto-
mobiles. Hydrogen cells use the most
common element found in nature, and
when running on pure hydrogen produce
only water as an emission.Yet developing
the technologies and national infrastructure
(referred to as the “hydrogen economy”)
to support hydrogen fuel cells for trans-
portation poses enormous challenges.

Greg Jackson, associate professor of

mechanical engineering, explores hydro-
gen fuel cell and catalytic process systems
to make energy production more efficient,
cleaner and safer. His research focuses on
solid oxide and polymer electrolyte mem-
brane (PEM) fuel cells, catalytic reactors
for making hydrogen from hydrocarbons,
and the use of hydrogen to improve the
stability of ultra-clean combustion systems.
He looks at well-characterized systems at
the micron and nanometer scale to vali-
date sophisticated computer models devel-
oped in his group, models which can then
be integrated into higher-level system
models for applications such as fuel cell
generators, catalytic combustors and cat-
alytic hydrogen generators.

Ballard Power Systems, the world’s lead-
ing manufacturer of PEM fuel cell stacks,
owned in part by Ford and Daimler
Chrysler, collaborates with Jackson to cre-
ate combined petroleum-to-hydrogen fuel
cells (see related story, p. 16) that may have
future applications in fuel-cell powered
vehicles. Jackson and colleagues have devel-
oped a nano-catalyst that helps fuel cells
utilize impure hydrogen from petroleum
while reducing carbon monoxide impuri-
ties typically associated with that source.

Jackson’s group, Ballard and the U.S.
Army Research Laboratory recently

THE CLARK SCHOOL BUILDS 
A POWERFUL ENERGY RESEARCH PROGRAM



obtained $2.5 million in additional federal
funding to conduct fuel cell research and
development, as part of a joint effort to
provide clean and quiet electrical genera-
tors for U.S. troops and other related
applications.

Researchers in the Department of
Fire Protection Engineering (FPE) play
important roles in assessing the safety 
of hydrogen-based energy systems. In
research sponsored by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology,
Peter Sunderland, FPE assistant professor,
identifies the types of leaks in hydrogen
storage tanks that lead to combustion, and
the conditions under which spontaneous
ignition can occur, so appropriate safety
measures can be devised. Marino di Marzo,
FPE chair and professor and long-time
consultant for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC), studies the produc-
tion of pure hydrogen in nuclear power
plants. He analyzes scaled test facilities and

model documentation “to draw conclu-
sions and identify potential risks associated
with plant performance during accidents.”

Transforming Solid Waste
In the hunt for renewable sources of
energy, one natural candidate is the ready
supply of municipal solid wastes that
Americans produce—1.2 billion pounds
per day.“The United States generates, on
average, four pounds of waste per person
per day,” says Ashwani Gupta, professor of
mechanical engineering. In his Clark
School combustion lab, he uses a process
called ultra-high temperature steam gasi-
fication to convert municipal solid wastes
into synthetic gas that is 60 percent
hydrogen (by volume)—a higher amount
than that contained in the original
wastes.The hydrogen can be separated
from the synthetic gas to fuel various
power and propulsion systems, including
cars and fuel cells.The remainder carbon

monoxide and hydrocarbon gases can be
recaptured to produce high-temperature
steam for the gasification process, and the
carbon monoxide and methane produced
can be recycled for other uses, such as
building materials and road construction.
Gupta is also looking at ways to trans-
form other low-grade fuels into clean
hydrogen.“My process could provide
new ways to produce clean hydrogen gas
from a wide variety of municipal, indus-
trial and chemical wastes, as well as from
coal and tar sands that are plentiful in this
country,” he envisions.

Fusion’s Future at IREAP
Maryland is one of a handful of U.S. uni-
versities conducting fusion research, with
faculty across disciplines involved in the
international thermonuclear experimental
reactor (ITER) project.The reactor is
being built in France with the hope that
in the next decade it will, for the first
time, produce net power from fusion.
Most observers expect that the ITER will
release 10 times more power than it con-
sumes, at least for short periods, says
Richard Ellis, professor of physics and the
Institute for Research in Electronics and
Applied Physics (IREAP), a joint venture
of the Clark School and the College of
Computer, Mathematical and Physical
Sciences. One of the challenges of fusion
is that energy-carrying neutrons may
damage the reactor walls. Gottlieb
Oehrlein, professor of materials science
and engineering, studies how plasma
inside fusion reactors interacts with solid
materials.While visiting colleagues at the
Max-Planck-Institut für Plasmaphysik in
Germany later this year, he will study the
interaction of charged and uncharged par-
ticles from the plasma with the wall mate-
rials planned for use in the ITER.
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CONNECTING WITH THE WORLD
Greg Jackson is bringing the national debate on energy to the Clark School this fall

with a lecture series devoted to energy science and technology. Experts in the field

will address the societal and scientific challenges of developing new energy sources,

Jackson says, as well as highlight the latest technologies that relate to energy use,

such as miniature energy sources for portable devices. Speakers scheduled to appear

later this year include Jefferson Tester, director of the Laboratory for Energy and the

Environment at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and co-author of

Sustainable Energy: Choosing Among Options, and Patricia M. Dehmer, associate

director of the U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Basic Energy Sciences. 



Before fusion occurs, researchers must
determine how to confine plasma.“The
problem with fusion is that as soon as
you light the plasma, it all wants to fly
apart,” says Patrick O’Shea, professor and
chair of the Department of Electrical and
Computer Engineering and former head
of IREAP. Energy very quickly transfers
to the walls of the chamber. “Heat leaks
out faster than you can put it in,” says
Tom Antonsen, professor of electrical
engineering and physics and IREAP.
“Our group members have been pioneers
in developing computational models that
describe this process and in looking at
ways to overcome it.”

Antonsen and colleagues, including Bill
Dorland, associate professor of physics and
IREAP, are studying how to use magnetic
fields to confine plasma, a strategy that
will also be employed by the ITER.Their
work focuses on controlling plasma turbu-
lence by changing the shape of the sur-
rounding magnetic field.

Achieving New Efficiencies
and Enhancing Established
Energy Sources
Nuclear power will play an important
role in any strategy for improving the
nation’s energy infrastructure. Future
nuclear power plants hold great promise
for the centralized co-generation of
electricity and hydrogen. New reactor
designs that promise to lower costs,
improve performance and enhance safety
are now under development.

Applying Nuclear Safety 
and Reliability Expertise
For more than a decade, the Clark
School has partnered with the NRC as
well as international organizations and
the nuclear industry to analyze risks and

improve nuclear power plant operations.
The Clark School’s Center for Risk and
Reliability has been actively involved in
designing, testing and verifying the digi-
tal instrumentation and software needed
to make nuclear power plants safer. “The
Clark School is among the pioneers in
designing and operating safer and more
reliable nuclear power plants,” says Ali
Mosleh, professor of mechanical engi-
neering and a member of the U.S.
Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board.
Among other tasks, the board provides
technical oversight for the long-term
repository planned at the Yucca
Mountain site in Nevada.

Mohammed Modarres, professor of
mechanical engineering and director of
the school’s highly regarded Center for
Reliability Engineering, notes that
nuclear power is becoming less costly as
standardized designs expedite licensing
and construction of new plants. As the
principal investigator for a recent NRC
study, Modarres has “proposed a frame-
work that shifts their current reactor-
specific, deterministic licensing approach
to a new probabilistic, technology-neutral
paradigm, which makes regulation inde-
pendent of design.”

Modarres says the next generation of
plants is being designed to use passive
safety measures that work on basic princi-
ples of physics and automatically activate
in case of emergency. In another NRC-

related project on advanced reactor
designs, Modarres “demonstrated that the
risk of a major accident is far less, due to
the inherent safety features of the
advanced designs.”

Minimizing Radioactive Waste
A major concern associated with nuclear
power is the difficulty of storing radioac-
tive waste. One solution: Use more of the
uranium fuel that is now discarded during
the power extraction process. Existing
nuclear power plants, many of which
include thermal reactors, require new fuel
rods every two to three years and do not
use from 92 to 96 percent of the uranium
in the rods, describes Claudio Filippone,
faculty research scientist in aerospace engi-
neering and head of the Clark School’s
Clean and Environmentally Safe Advanced
Reactor (CAESAR) project. Filippone says
the next generation of proposed “breeder”
reactors, which generate their own fuel in
the form of plutonium, must be coupled
with special advanced burner reactors to
consume all of the resulting plutonium.

In today’s accepted reactor design, the
speed of neutrons cannot be changed
within a given reactor. Filipone proposes
an alternative in which neutrons could pass
either through liquid water or films of
steam within the same reactor. Neutrons
travel more slowly in liquid (in thermal
reactors) and more quickly in gas, includ-
ing steam, or liquid-metal moderated steam
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Far left, the solid oxide fuel cell research team in the Keck Lab, working

with the film sputtering system used for model fuel cell fabrication. From

left, research associates Mary Sukeshini and Seyed Reihani, graduate stu-

dent Bahman Habibzadeh, Associate Professor Greg Jackson and graduate

student Steven Decaluwe. Center, a microfabricated fuel cell.

Right, in Sheryl Ehrman’s lab, graduate student Oluwatosin Ogunsola, left,

and undergraduate student Osifo Akhuemonkhan change the quartz tube

inside the reactor between film growth experiments for the new solar cell. 



(in breeder reactors). By outside command,
a plant could switch from working like a
thermal reactor to working like a breeder
reactor, thereby burning all of the plutoni-
um it creates and, Filippone believes, using
vastly more uranium.“Assuming we spe-
cially coat the fuel and mitigate corrosion
problems, a reactor would not need to be
refueled for decades,” says Filippone.The
results could yield increased fuel utiliza-
tion, less pollution and a solution to the
ever-increasing problem of nuclear prolif-
eration, as spent fuel would not contain
weapons-grade materials.

More Energy for Heating 
and Air Conditioning
Campus researchers are also working on
ways to extract as much usable energy as
possible from conventional electric power
generators. On campus, an experimental
combined heating and power system in
the Chesapeake Building provides an ideal
testing site to perfect techniques to
improve energy efficiencies.Waste heat
from a natural gas-fired turbine within
the building can be used to heat or cool
the same structure or to make more elec-
tricity, says Reinhard Radermacher, pro-
fessor of mechanical engineering and
director of the Center for Environmental
Energy Engineering (CEEE), a leader in
developing environmentally responsible
and economically feasible distributed

energy conversion systems.“Two-thirds of
the energy used in traditional power
plants goes up the stack or in the cooling
water,” says Dennis Moran, a research
associate in mechanical engineering and
CEEE.“With well-designed systems, you
can get total efficiencies of up to 80 per-
cent, rather than 30 to 35 percent as in
power plants,” says Moran.Their research
has been funded by the U.S. Department
of Energy through Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, along with some 30 sponsor-
ing companies worldwide.

Energy for New 
Mobile Technologies
Drawing on its nationally recognized
expertise in small, smart systems, micro-

electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) and
nanotechnology, the Clark School is
developing both miniature, energy-effi-
cient nano-devices and their correspon-
ding nanoscale power sources. Peter
Kofinas, professor of bioengineering, is
creating nanoscale polymers that allow
electrical conduction.These moldable
polymers, which he calls “flexible energy
systems,” could be crafted into batteries,
capacitors and other electrical parts.“The
surface of any object—the casing of a lap-
top or cell phone—could be the battery,”
he says.The solid polymers do not use
liquid electrolytes like existing batteries
and would not leak toxic material.
Kofinas says the same kind of material
could be used to create and power flexi-
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Assessing Schoolwide Energy Initiatives
Dean Nariman Farvardin charged the Clark School’s Energy Research Committee to

identify a small number of forward-looking research areas for special attention and

recommend an organizational structure to accelerate progress in these areas. The

committee is led by Herbert Rabin, director of the Clark School’s Maryland Technology

Enterprise Institute and associate dean, and comprised of nine other faculty members.

In reviewing the school’s current energy research initiatives, committee members

considered four assessment factors: societal impact, potential for technological

advancement, funding availability and current resources in the school. 

“Energy issues influence every aspect of our society and will continue to be of

paramount importance into the forseeable future,” says Rabin. “As an engineering

school it is incumbent on us to address the nation’s energy needs.” The committee’s

report is currently under review by the dean.

Graduate student Ayan

Ghosh tests the polymers

that conduct electricity

for “flexible energy sys-

tems” in Professor Peter

Kofinas’s lab.
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ble display screens.“You could roll up
your TV screen and unroll it again,” he
says.The research potentially could be
applied to “all-electric” ships and air-
planes. Flexible energy systems also hold
promise for surgical equipment and
implanted medical devices, such as micro-
scopic cameras and pacemakers.

Reza Ghodssi, associate professor of
electrical and computer engineering, the
Maryland NanoCenter and the Institute
for Systems Research, is working on
MEMS for such applications as laptops that
run for 24 hours without recharging. For
the last decade, Ghodssi, in collaboration
with colleagues at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, has been creating
“batteries that are the size of a shirt button
yet have all the components of a jet
engine,” he says.These smaller batteries are
more portable, more efficient and cleaner
than current energy sources.The research is
heavily supported by the U.S.Army
Research Lab, which is interested in devel-
oping compact and efficient batteries for
military devices that soldiers can carry.

Ghodssi initially designed power MEMS
devices with airborne components.
Separated by pressurized air, the parts
experienced very little friction.Although
the resulting devices were efficient and fast,
manufacturing batteries with airborne parts
is challenging.To make the systems easier
to manufacture, more durable and more
reliable, Ghodssi now is developing power
MEMS with miniature ball bearings
between components as a support mecha-
nism for moving components.The project
is currently supported by the U.S.Army

Research Laboratory to develop rotary
micromotors and micropumps for fuel
delivery applications.

In addition, the Ghodssi group is work-
ing with the university’s Laboratory for
Physical Sciences to research environmental
energy scavenging.The work focuses on
micromachines that change mechanical and
radiant energy from the ambient environ-
ment into electrical energy, such as convert-
ing mechanical vibrations from computers
and HVAC systems into electrical power
using MEMS-fabricated transducers.

The Clark School’s Energy
Resources: Technology,
Policy, Analysis and
Entrepreneurship
Reinventing the nation’s energy infrastruc-
ture will require technological innovation,
informed policy, improved understanding of
energy markets and new ventures to com-
mercialize products and services.The Clark
School is well prepared on all counts.

For example, Matthias Ruth, professor
of public policy, co-director of the Master
of Engineering and Public Policy program
(offered by the Clark School and the
School of Public Policy) and director of
the Center for Integrative Environmental
Research (CIER), studies the interplay
between energy technology and institu-
tional constraints. Currently, CIER
researchers are helping Maryland state offi-
cials assess the implications of joining the

Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, a
cooperative effort by northeastern states to
reduce the gases that cause global warm-
ing. Steven Gabriel, assistant professor of
civil and environmental engineering and
the Applied Mathematics and Scientific
Computation Program, builds models that
explain how energy markets work, includ-
ing contributions to the U.S. Department
of Energy’s National Energy Modeling
System, a major policymaking tool used by
the public and private sectors for resource
planning. And for those faculty and stu-
dents preparing to take their new energy
products to market, the Clark School’s
Maryland Technology Enterprise Institute
(MTECH) offers comprehensive programs
to assist them in developing products and
companies. MTECH’s VentureAccelerator
Program provides entrepreneurs with all
the support needed to keep those young
companies moving forward.

With its combined resources and
expertise, the Clark School is fully pre-
pared to make significant contributions to
future energy solutions and to help create
a more sustainable energy infrastructure
for the nation and the world.

Karin Jegalian, a biologist and writer based in
College Park, Md., contributed to this article.
She has written for the National Institutes of
Health and a wide range of publications,
including Scientific American, Science and
The Boston Globe.

Left, Associate Professor Reza Ghodssi (right) and doctoral student Nima Ghalichechian study

the behavior of a micromotor under development in Ghodssi’s lab. Right, the Chesapeake

Building on campus houses an experimental combined heating and power system.  



From lighter, smaller and faster computer and communi-

cation systems to polymer-based medical devices, the

research and resources of the Maryland NanoCenter were

showcased this spring at the university’s first “NanoDay”

on May 12. With the National Science Foundation predict-

ing that nanotechnology revenues worldwide will top 

$1 trillion in 2020, business and industry leaders, state

and local government officials, and scientists and

researchers from throughout the region were eager to learn

more about the NanoCenter’s contributions to this rapidly

developing field and opportunities for collaboration. 

One of the many “Nano Day” presenters was Sang Bok Lee,
assistant professor in the Department of Chemistry and
Biochemistry and the NanoCenter. He shared his research on
the template-synthesized nanotube,“a designer nanoparticle”
that may be more adaptable than traditional spherical nanopar-
ticles for complicated biomedical and electronics applications.
“These differentially functionalized or multi-functionalized
nanotubes—well controlled in dimensions and structures—have
shown enormous potential in therapeutic tools and drug deliv-
ery, and provide a model system to study wetting and diffusion
problems in nanoscale containers,” he explains.The nanotube
structure can also play an important role in electronic devices
such as supercapacitors and fast electrochromic devices.

Throughout the day, participants viewed the NanoCenter’s
latest research programs and achievements; learned about col-
laboration and partnership opportunities with the Maryland
Technology Enterprise Institute (MTECH) and other campus
entities promoting nano research; and toured state-of-the-art
laboratories in the Jeong H. Kim Engineering Building.The
Clark School also presented details on the new interdisciplinary
minor in nanoscience, which exposes students to advances in
devices and materials structured at the nanoscale, preparing
them for nanotechnology careers.

The Maryland NanoCenter (formerly Maryland Center for
Integrated Nano Science and Engineering) is a partnership of

Maryland NanoCenter
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Maryland’s first “Nano Day” featured

tours of the Kim Building, lab

demonstrations and poster sessions,

in addition to talks by industry

experts and university faculty.
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the Clark School, the College of Computer, Mathematical and
Physical Sciences and the College of Chemical and Life
Sciences.The center promotes major nano research and educa-
tion initiatives, provides one-stop shopping for those seeking
nano expertise or partnerships at the university, and supplies
the infrastructure to facilitate nano activities through equip-
ment, staff support and informational and administrative func-
tions. Nano research at the university includes key areas such
as scanning nanoprobes, complex oxide and multifunctional
materials, focused ion beam research, ultra-small devices, bio-
molecular engineering, biomaterials, polymer composites and
ultra-fast dynamics.

State Funding Supports FabLab Enhancements
In early June, the State of Maryland solidified its support of
the university’s nanotechnology initiatives when it approved
$3.65 million for the Maryland NanoCenter to purchase major
capital equipment for the NanoCenter’s FabLab in the Kim
Engineering Building.

The funds will be used to purchase a number of highly spe-
cialized tools for the synthesis of nanomaterials and characteri-
zation and fabrication at the nanoscale.The equipment will
make the FabLab a “unique place for university researchers and
corporate and academic partners in the region to conduct
research and development in nanotechnology,” reports Michael

Fuhrer, associate professor of physics and member of the
NanoCenter Steering Committee.The new purchases will
include an electron-beam lithography system, which uses an
electron beam (about two nanometers in diameter) to create
nanometer-scale patterns on surfaces such as silicon wafers; a
nano-imprint lithography system, which uses physical masks that
resemble rubber stamps patterned at the nanoscale to “stamp”
patterns on to substrates; a field-emission scanning electron
microscope, which offers the highest imaging resolution; and a
tool to measure the mechanical stresses in films of material that
have been deposited on surfaces, a capability critical to creating
moving parts at the nanoscale.

“Maryland is ideally poised to achieve a sustained leadership
position in nanotechnology, with major benefits to economic,
employment and workforce development in this critical indus-
try, as well as to university excellence,” said Maryland Governor
Robert L. Ehrlich, Jr. in approving the funding.

“This important investment will dramatically enhance the
fabrication capability of the Maryland NanoCenter,” said Clark
School Dean Nariman Farvardin.“This improved experimental
capability, combined with the resident expertise of our world-
class faculty and the clean room and characterization facilities
in the new Kim Building, will raise Maryland’s stature as a
leader in nanotechnology research and education and fuel the
economic development engine of the State of Maryland.”

Showcases Research, Facilities
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Shah to Join Fischell
Department of
Bioengineering
Sameer B. Shah will join the bioengineer-
ing faculty as an assistant professor this fall.
Shah, who earned his Ph.D from the
University of California, San Diego, has
been a post-doctoral fellow there in the
Department of Cellular and Molecular
Medicine since 2002. His research interests
focus on neuro-muscular bioengineering at
the molecular, single cell and organ level.
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At the heart of every great institution are exceptional individuals
who not only embrace the institution’s values, but also expand its
vision through their innovative ideas and extraordinary support. In
doing so, these people link their names and the institution’s forever.

At the A. James Clark School of Engineering, we are fortunate to
have an ever-growing number of such “signature” contributors,
people who have helped shape the character of the school and
empower its rapid progress.
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“Signature” Contributors 
Drive the Clark School’s Ascent

ROBERT E. FISCHELL, M.S. ’53, physics, hon-

orary doctorate of science ’96, has made it his

mission to improve lives for millions of people

through the development of health-enhancing

medical technologies, including the flexible

coronary artery stent. He and his family have

strengthened that commitment, and greatly

enriched the Clark School’s research and educa-

tion programs, by establishing the new Fischell

Department of Bioengineering and the Robert

E. Fischell Institute for Biomedical Devices.

A. JAMES CLARK, B.S. ’50, civil engineering and honorary

doctorate of science ‘92, heads one of America’s leading

construction concerns. Over the years, he has served the uni-

versity in key leadership roles and made a series of major

gifts including, most recently, the Clark Scholarship

Endowment. This fund enables the Clark School to compete

even more successfully for the nation’s best students,

increase diversity and produce the engineers who will keep

the nation competitive for decades to come. 

Aviation pioneer GLENN L. MARTIN built the

Baltimore-area aircraft company that was a

predecessor to Lockheed Martin. Gifts from

Martin in the 1950s established the University

of Maryland’s Glenn L. Martin Institute of

Technology and created unique facilities and

prestigious professorships that, to this day, sup-

port the Clark School’s research and educational

programs in aerospace and other departments. 

CHARLES WHITE, B.S. ’12, mechanical engineering

and honorary doctorate of science ’49, enjoyed a

long and distinguished career in the steel industry

and is credited with many improvements in steel

manufacturing. White had keen foresight about

the growing role of technology in business and

society, and through his generous endowment the

Charles and Helen White Symposium was created

to bring renowned experts to campus to discuss

technological innovation.

COURTESY OF THE GLENN L. MARTIN AVIATION MUSEUM
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Clark Continues 
to Win Accolades
A. James Clark, B.S. ’50, was honored with

the 2006 OPAL (Outstanding Projects and

Leaders) Lifetime Achievement Award by the

American Society of Civil Engineers. The

award recognizes and honors a civil engineer

for innovation and excellence in construction

projects and/or programs. 

Clark Construction, LLC received the pres-

tigious 2006 Honor Award from the National

Building Museum in June at a gala in the

museum’s historic Great Hall. The award rec-

ognizes outstanding companies that have

made significant contributions in the fields of

architecture, planning, construction and

building. The Washington Building Congress

also recognized the work of craftsmen on six

Clark Construction buildings, including the

Jeong H. Kim Engineering Building. As gener-

al contractor on the Kim Building, the firm

was honored for mechanical work in the

building, including the plumbing, HVAC and

piping systems and sheet metal work.
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New Display Honors
Glenn L. Martin
University leaders and officials from Lockheed

Martin Corporation gathered this spring in the

Jeong H. Kim Engineering Building for the

unveiling of a new display presenting the bust

of aviator and philanthropist Glenn L. Martin.

The display, which will eventually be housed in

Glenn L. Martin Hall, details Martin’s career and

contributions to the school. The new exhibit

was crafted by Helmut Guenschel, B.S. ‘62, civil

engineering. For more information, see

www.eng.umd.edu/news/news_story.php?id=333

The Jeong H. Kim Engineering Building is one of the most innova-

tive and sophisticated engineering research and education facilities

in the nation. In contributing to the building, JEONG H. KIM,

Ph.D. ’91, reliability engineering, professor of practice and head of

Bell Labs, created not only the first building on campus named for

an Asian American but also the perfect setting for cross-discipli-

nary research and a “living laboratory” whose exposed structural

components and systems help train young engineers.

STANFORD W. BERMAN, B.S. ’50, mechanical

engineering, recognized the innovative contribu-

tions Clark School graduates and faculty were mak-

ing to the field of engineering and society. To honor

those accomplishments, generate pride in the pro-

fession and provide role models for rising engi-

neers, Berman helped to create the Clark School’s

Innovation Hall of Fame, a powerful inspirational

exhibit in the Kim Engineering Building. 

BRIAN HINMAN, B.S. ’82, electrical engineering, built

three companies the old-fashioned way—as a self-

taught entrepreneur. Hinman’s desire to provide today’s

students a true education in entrepreneurship led to the

creation of the award-winning Hinman CEOs (Campus

Entrepreneurship Opportunities) Program, a dynamic liv-

ing-learning experience that trains undergraduates in

new business formation and assists them in taking their

ideas from concept to product. (See related story, p.20.)

Corporate contributors have also joined forces with the school to

advance knowledge. The Clark School’s WHITING-TURNER Business

and Entrepreneurial Lecture Series, now in its second decade, has

brought the most innovative and enterprising technology business

leaders to campus to discuss their new ideas and career experiences.

Recent speakers have included Ethernet inventor Robert M. Metcalfe

and semiconductor entrepreneur Albert Joseph.
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Entrepreneurship
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Tomorrow’s automobiles may run on
electricity produced by efficient, zero-
emission fuel cells thanks to a break-
through by researchers from the Clark
School and the Department of
Chemistry and Biochemistry.The inven-
tion—a catalyst that helps fuel cells uti-
lize impure hydrogen while reducing
carbon monoxide levels—was named the
2005 Physical Science Invention of the
Year by the University of Maryland
Office of Technology Commercialization
and has led to a research partnership
with a fuel-cell industry leader. Greg
Jackson, associate professor of mechani-
cal engineering, collaborated on the

research with Professor Bryan Eichhorn
and graduate student Shenghu Zhou,
both of the Department of Chemistry
and Biochemistry.

Conventional fuel cells convert
hydrogen and oxygen into water. In the
process they produce electricity, working
like a battery that does not need
recharging as long as pure hydrogen is
supplied. However, most of today’s
hydrogen sources contain carbon
monoxide impurities.The type of fuel
cell considered for automobiles employs
platinum catalysts to oxidize the hydrogen,
but carbon monoxide then blocks the cat-
alyst.“A platinum catalyst, in the presence

Collaborators Create Opportunity
New Fuel-Cell Catalyst 

Holds Promise for 

Electric Motors

By Beth Panitz 



of very small quantities of carbon monox-
ide, shuts down at fuel cell operating tem-
peratures,” explains Eichhorn.“It will not
function—so your car will not work.”

A Better Catalyst
To develop a better catalyst, Jackson
fused his engineering talent with the
chemistry know-how of Eichhorn and
Zhou.Their winning invention came
from combining the properties of two
elements—in this case, platinum and
gold.The researchers covered nanoscale
particles of gold with platinum tendrils.
Each of these gold-and-platinum parti-
cles is about 10 nanometers in diameter,
so miniscule that 6.5 trillion particles fit
in a square inch.These particles are the
active ingredient in an alumina-based
powder that serves as the prototype cata-
lyst. “What’s exciting is that the plat-
inum does not behave like itself when it
is on a gold core,” says Jackson. It not
only withstands carbon monoxide, it
destroys it.

Revolutionizing Transportation
While internal combustion engines in
today’s cars convert less than 30 percent
of the energy in gasoline into power,
vehicles using electric motors powered
by fuel cells utilize between 40 and 60
percent of the fuel cells’ energy and have

the potential to revolutionize how the
nation is powered, according to the U.S.
Department of Energy.With a patent
pending on their catalyst, the researchers
are hoping to incorporate their technol-
ogy into an existing company’s portfo-
lio—possibly selling or licensing the
product to a fuel-cell manufacturer.

For now, testing of the catalyst contin-
ues with the help of Ballard Power
Systems, a world leader in fuel-cell design
that is owned in part by Ford and
Daimler Chrysler (see related story, p. 7) A
Ballard engineer stationed on campus col-
laborates closely with the team, and the
company plans to open a university-based
research facility within the year, where the
catalyst will be tested in a realistic fuel-
cell setting.“If the catalyst stands up in
long-term testing, it just might make it
into fuel-cell powered vehicles,” says
Jackson.“The invention could change the
way we operate fuel cells.”

Patrick Hearn, director of Advanced
Fuel Cell Products for Ballard Power

Systems, agrees. “The Clark School pro-
vides the ideal environment for wedding
engineering advances in theory and
nanotechnology in the areas of fuel cell
and fuel processor system development
with Ballard’s own fuel cell product
development,” he says, citing the
advanced catalyst as a prime example.

The research demonstrates the power
of interdisciplinary collaborations, says
Jackson.“We had a problem and the solu-
tion required things that chemists do well
and that engineers do well.” Eichhorn
adds,“This was truly a joint effort
between engineering and chemistry, and
it really shows how collaborative efforts
at the university can bear fruit.”

Beth Panitz is a freelance writer based in
Rockville, Md.A graduate of the University of
Maryland College of Journalism, she previous-
ly served as senior editor of ASEE PRISM,
the magazine of the American Society for
Engineering Education.

The Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering (ECE) came out on

top in two categories of the University of Maryland $50K Business Plan

Competition. The contest is hosted by Maryland Technology Enterprise

Institute (MTECH) Ventures, an initiative of the Clark School that offers

entrepreneurial education, services and resources to technology creators. 

In the graduate and faculty category, Professor Isaak Mayergoyz,

Research Assistant Iulian Nistor, and Research Associate Carsten Holthaus,

all of ECE, captured the Maryland Department of Business and Economic

Development Award of $15,000. Their company, Advanced Magneto-

Optical Systems, could be a major player in preventing identity theft. The

company will provide technology compatible with current optical scanners

that uses two-dimensional hidden magnetic barcodes to enhance the secu-

rity of critical identity products such as credit cards and driver’s licenses.

The winning undergraduate team of Hinman CEO students Michael

Altman, ECE, and Sam Fine, finance, presented a plan for I-Receipts, a

service that eliminates paper receipts for consumers and businesses by

providing instant database and Internet access to purchase information.

Affiliate Classroom took first place and $15,000 in the young alumni

category (see Spring 2006 E@M, p. 16). Started by Hinman CEOs alumnus

Anik Singal, B.S. ’05, finance, Affiliate Classroom is the second company to

join the Clark School’s VentureAccelerator program, which guides technical

entrepreneurs from invention to new venture. �
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ECE Faculty, Students Create Winning Business Plans 
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Left, graduate student Shenghu Zhou, Professor

Bryan Eichhorn and Associate Professor Greg

Jackson are pictured with the rig on which they

test their new catalyst. Right, an automotive

fuel-cell power plant made by Ballard and test-

ed by Ford and Daimler Chrysler in hydrogen

fuel cell vehicles.
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The next time you or a family member log into a chat room,
keep in mind a recent study by Clark School researchers: Chat
room participants with female usernames received 25 times
more threatening and/or sexually explicit private messages than
those with male or ambiguous usernames.

Female usernames, on average, received 163 malicious private
messages a day in the study, conducted by Michel Cukier, assis-
tant professor in the Center for Risk and Reliability in the
Clark School’s Department of Mechanical Engineering, and an
affiliate of the university’s Institute for Systems Research, and
junior computer engineering student Robert Meyer, who pre-
sented the results at the Institute of Electronics and Electrical
Engineers (IEEE) International Conference on Dependable
Systems and Networks in June.

The study comes at a time when national organizations,
including Congress, are examining ways to ensure online safety,
particularly for young Internet users.The research focuses on
Internet relay chat (IRC) rooms, which are among the most
popular chat services but offer widely varying levels of user
security.The researchers logged into various chat rooms under
female, male and ambiguous usernames, counted the number of
times they were contacted and tracked the contents of those
messages.“Some messages to female usernames were innocuous,

while others were sexually explicit or threatening,” Meyer says.
The researchers also determined that simulated users or “bots”
are not behind most of the malicious messages.“The extra atten-
tion the female usernames received and the nature of the mes-
sages indicate that male, human users specifically targeted female
users,” Cukier says.

“Parents should consider alerting their children to these risks,
and advising young people to create gender-free or ambiguous
usernames. Kids can still exercise plenty of creativity and self-
expression without divulging their genders,” Cukier says.

The project provided Meyer with an invaluable learning
opportunity.“From simulating computer users to manipulating
the frequency of computer attacks, the research project has been
a great experience,” says Meyer, who is interested in entering the
computer security field following graduation.“The research
expanded my knowledge about security and how information is
collected on hackers,” he relates.

This fall, the team turns its attention to another problem
area: the proliferation of “spyware,” malicious software designed
to intercept a computer’s operation without the permission of
the user. “We will be looking at how spyware attaches to com-
puters from Web sites and which type of sites are more likely
to contain spyware,” says Meyer. �

Female-Name Chat Users: Beware of Malicious Messages
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Ashley Korzun, B.S. ’06, aerospace engineering

and president of the Clark School chapter of Tau

Beta Pi, the national honor society for engineer-

ing students, returned from that group’s annual

conference last fall inspired and motivated.

“Student chapters were challenged to do their

part to help Hurricane Katrina survivors. I realized

that while students may not have the financial

resources, we have the time, energy and passion

to contribute,” explains Korzun, who began

organizing a winter break trip to Biloxi, Miss.

Working with Hands On USA, a national volun-

teer organization dedicated to timely disaster

response and relief, Clark School students partici-

pated in post-Katrina clean-up efforts, from gut-

ting houses to working at distribution centers. 

The experience further motivated Korzun,

who quickly planned another trip during spring

break with New Orleans as the destination.

Fifteen engineering students stayed in the City of

Lights Warehouse in the lower ninth ward, sleep-

ing on cots and waiting in line for showers with

some 2,000 college students from around the

country. “We gutted houses in St. Bernard Parish

that had been virtually untouched since the

storm, when they were under eight feet of

water. We were tearing them down with our

bare hands,” says Korzun, who describes the trip

as “somewhere between a summer camp and a

commune.” In approaching the volunteer work,

“you could tell we were engineers,” she offers.

“We were more organized in our thought

processes and our approaches to the work.

When we traveled around the city, we were

always looking at bridges, structures and the

construction of buildings.” 

Korzun describes the two trips as the most

rewarding experiences of her life. “The residents

are inspiring because they still hold such great

hope about rebuilding the areas even though so

much work remains to be done,” she says.

Korzun is a 2005-2006 recipient of the Glenn 

L. Martin Scholarship, the A. James Clark

Scholarship and Tau Beta Pi Scholarship and a

member of the Engineering Student Council. She

was honored for her efforts and her campus

leadership with induction into the Maryland

Medallion Society by University President C.D.

Mote, Jr. The society showcases the university’s

brightest and most capable student leaders.

This summer, Korzun worked as a research

associate with the NASA Academy, NASA’s pre-

mier internship program, at Goddard Space

Flight Center in Greenbelt, Md. She has held

NASA summer internships since her sophomore

year and each year has worked on the same

project in the optics branch. “I am testing the

redesign and development of the 21st century

replacement for the theodolite, an instrument

used since the 1950s to align space flight hard-

ware and spacecraft instrumentation,” she

notes. This fall she heads south again to begin

a doctoral program in aerospace engineering

with a focus on space systems at the Georgia

Institute of Technology. �

Heeding The Call: Engineering Students
Assist in Gulf Coast Clean-up Efforts 

A. JAMES CLARK SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING � GLENN L.  MARTIN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Clark School Tops RASC-AL Competition
Two Clark School aerospace engineering teams participated in NASA’s RASC-AL (Revolutionary

Aerospace Systems Concept – Academic Linkage) competition last spring and the graduate team cap-

tured first place for its design of a low-cost human spacecraft. The RASC-AL Forum provides an oppor-

tunity for student teams to present research design projects to peers, representatives from NASA and

industry. Following the theme of “Space Exploration—The Next Steps,” the university design projects

addressed the utilization of NASA’s exploration architecture to perform potential future space missions.  

The Clark School’s Agnieszka Koscielniak, Liz Benson, and Richard Sickenberger were awarded first

place in the graduate division, beating six other teams: four entries from the Georgia Institute of

Technology and one entry each from Carnegie Mellon University and the University of Alabama in

Huntsville. As part of the prize, they will receive a paid trip to present their paper and design at the

International Astronautical Federation meeting in Valencia, Spain, in October. 

The Clark School’s undergraduate team presented a class project on modifying the International

Space Station to create a rotating space station for partial-gravity biological studies. The Clark School

team was among four tightly grouped schools at the top of 14 undergraduate entries. �

From left, the winning team of graduate 

students: Richard Sickenberger, Liz Benson

and Agnieszka Koscielniak.

Left, President C.D. Mote, Jr. congratulates

Ashley Korzun. Above, Clark School students

on the job in post-Katrina clean-up efforts in

New Orleans.
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Bioengineering grad-
uate student Abby

Vogel, B.S. ’02,
M.S. ’04, bio-
logical resources
engineering,
received first

place in clinical
research in the sec-

ond annual research
competition for postdoctoral fellows
and graduate students of the National
Institute of Child Health and Human
Development at the National Institutes
of Health (NIH). She was recognized
for her doctoral research project titled
“Multi-Modality Imaging Techniques
to Assess Vascularity in Tumors
Associated with Kaposi’s Sarcoma.”
Vogel is advised by Yang Tao, professor
of biological resources engineering,
and Amir Gandjbakhche of the
Laboratory of Integrative and Medical
Biophysics at NIH. �

STUDENTS + ALUMNI CONTINUED
Alumni Notes

KEVIN GREENAUGH, Ph.D. ’98, nuclear

engineering, was named Black Engineer of

the Year for achievement in government at

the 20th Annual Black Engineeer Conference.

RODNEY BRYANT, B.S. ’91 and M.S. ’93,

aerospace engineering, received the

Outstanding Technical Contribution in

Government Award at the same conference.

CAN E. KORMAN, B.S. ’85, M.S. ’87 and

Ph.D. ’90, electrical engineering (EE), was

named chair of the electrical and computer

engineering department at George

Washington University in Washington, D.C.

MINGYAN LIU, M.S. ’97, systems engineering,

and Ph.D. ’00, EE, was promoted to associate

professor with tenure in the Department of

Electrical and Computer Science at the

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.

JUN OUYANG, M.S. ’03 and Ph.D. ’05,

materials science and engineering (MSE), was

honored by the Chinese government with an

award for Outstanding Research by a

Graduating Chinese Ph.D. Student Studying

Abroad. Ouyang was one of 53 students

throughout the world to receive the award.

His doctoral work was conducted with MSE

Professor Alex Roytburd.

SAMI TANTAWI, Ph.D. ’92, EE, has been

elected a fellow of the American Physical

Society.

NORINE WALKER, B.S. ’81, urban studies,

and ’83, civil engineering, received the

Conference of Minority Transportation

Officials’ Trailblazers Award for her contribu-

tions to the transportation industry in the

Washington, D.C. area. She is a former proj-

ect manager for the Woodrow Wilson

Bridge Project in D.C. and the incoming

president of the Clark School’s Engineering

Alumni Chapter.

HAITAO “HEATHER” ZHENG, M.S. ’98 and

Ph.D. ’99, EE and Institute for Systems

Research, was featured in MIT’s Technology

Review. Her work using cognitive radio tech-

nology to enable wireless devices to more

efficiently share available airwaves was

included in the Review’s listing of “Ten

Emerging Technologies.”

Bioengineering
Student Recognized
by NIH
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Hinman Named
Distinguished
Engineering
Alumnus
Brian Hinman, B.S. ’82, electrical

engineering, and sponsor of the

Hinman CEOs program, was

honored as a Distinguished

Engineering Alumnus at the

Alumni Association’s Seventh

Annual Awards Gala in April.

Hinman, who is co-founder,

president and CEO of 2Wire,

also delivered a Whiting-Turner

Business and Entrepreneurial

Lecture on “IP Video and the

New Age of Entertainment.”

Nima Ghalichechian, a doctoral student affiliat-

ed with the Clark School’s Institute for Systems

Research, received the 2006 American Vacuum

Society’s Graduate Research Award. The presti-

gious national award recognizes the body of

research of individual graduate students. Earlier

this year, Ghalichechian presented a paper on

his work titled “Dynamic Characterization of a

Linear Variable-Capacitance Micromotor” at

the 2006 Solid-State Sensor, Actuator and

Microsystems Workshop. He is the second stu-

dent from electrical and computer engineering

Associate Professor Reza Ghodssi’s MEMS

Sensors and Actuators Lab to win the award in

four years. Doctoral student Alireza Modafe

won in 2002. �

American Vacuum
Society Honors
Doctoral Student  

PHOTO BY MIKE MORGAN



Robert M. Gagnon, B.S. ’90, M.S. ’95,

fire protection engineering, entered

his field purely by chance.After grad-

uating from Western Maryland College (now

McDaniel College) in 1971 with a bachelor’s

degree in mathematics, Gagnon looked to an

employment agency to help him match his skills

with his interests. Based on the results of a battery

of tests, Gagnon was directed to the Automatic

Sprinkler Corporation of America, one of the

nation’s top fire suppression companies, where he

would spend the next two decades.

“It was the perfect field for me,” he admits.“My job evolved
from designing standard sprinkler systems to creating foam
suppression systems for use in aircraft hangars and explosion
suppression systems for munitions manufacturing.”

Gagnon recalls it was a much simpler time for the fire pro-
tection field.“The standards were something I could fit in my
back pocket.Today, standards form a burgeoning set of books,
and the field has become an engineering enterprise,” he says,
noting that, early in his career, he knew he would continue his
education to keep pace with growing developments in the field.

“When the opportunity presented itself, I enrolled in the fire
protection engineering program at Maryland,” says Gagnon.“It
took me six years and it was very challenging at times, but it
was the best thing I ever did professionally,” he says. Gagnon
received his bachelor’s the same year his wife, Martha, received
her Ph.D. from Maryland in education administration.

Soon after, Gagnon became the second student to enroll in
the department’s master’s program.With that degree in sight and
after passing the professional engineering exam, he established
his own consulting firm.“For many years at Automatic Sprinkler
I was supervising engineers and managing daily operations. I
used my fire protection engineering degree to return to the
work I love—designing the systems,” says Gagnon, an adjunct
faculty member in fire protection engineering since 1993.

“This department is tight knit. Our graduates form one of
the closest ‘fraternities’ you will ever see,” he says. Department
graduates come together during annual meetings of the
National Fire Protection Association and the Society of Fire
Protection Engineers (SFPE). In fact, the department’s 50th
anniversary celebration on campus in October (see related story,
p. 3) will be held preceding the SFPE professional development
conference in Ellicott City, Md.“The thing that binds us is a
love of what we do.”

Thankful that he finished his first undergraduate degree debt-
free through ROTC involvement, campus employment and 
significant scholarship support, Gagnon established a student
scholarship fund at the Clark School in 1993 to help deserving
students become part of the department’s “fraternity.” Following
many years of annual gifts to the fund, he recently designated a
percentage of his individual retirement account to provide a
minimum of $50,000 to the University of Maryland College
Park Foundation to endow the fund and ensure the long-term
viability of the Robert M. Gagnon Scholarship Endowment.

Gagnon expresses pride that “the quality of students entering
the department has ramped up exponentially” over the years
and he has forged mentoring relationships with many of the 22
scholarship winners.“My engineering education allowed me to
pursue my passion,” says Gagnon, and he will always be grateful.
“I truly feel this scholarship fund has been a gift to me. I am
the one who has received so much over the years.” �

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT MAKING A PLANNED GIFT OR FUNDING A SCHOLARSHIP, PLEASE CALL OR WRITE: 

Radka Z. Nebesky, assistant director of development, Clark School of Engineering, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742-2831 �301.405.8072 � radka@umd.edu

Thinking
Forward

E N G I N E E R I N G  T H E  F U T U R E

Robert Gagnon, center, with fire protection engineering scholarship

recipients Justin D. Reid, B.S. ’04, left, and Kyle J. Lehman, B.S. ’05.
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As the campus wraps up its celebration of the university’s 150th

anniversary, here is another photo from the Clark School archives

for you to identify. What is going on in this photo? When was it

taken? Send your answer to mcorley@umd.edu and you may be eligible

for a special anniversary gift.

Congratulations to Dan Bailey, B.S. ’79, aerospace engineering,

and Lorne Epstein of Mantaro Networks, who correctly identified the aviation

simulator used for training students in

the picture from the 1970s featured on

the back of the last issue. They each

won a copy of the book MARYLAND:

Reflections on 150 Years. Their names

were drawn at random from those who submitted correct answers. 

Congratulations to all who guessed right!

Do You Remember?


